If you cannot attend the scheduled Strategic Plan Stakeholder Forums, we invite you to respond in writing to the following prompts. Ideas gathered from all stakeholders for the new SMFC Strategic Plan 2014 – 2019 will be shared with the Strategic Planning Committee who will be formed in May/June and meet next fall.

Please return by May 30, 2012 to Catherine Townsley at catjat44@hotmail.com, our consultant who is helping us with our new Strategic Plan.

We appreciate your participation.

**New SMFC Vision Statement and Mission DRAFT**

"The San Mateo-Foster City School District educates and inspires students to live, lead, and learn with integrity and joy."

Our students are prepared to make a difference in a dynamic, ever-changing world as they:
- acquire 21st century skills and apply their creativity to reach their potential;
- become collaborative, competent learners prepared to make a difference in society;
- act responsibly and communicate effectively to apply their knowledge;
- take responsible risks to lead with integrity and joy;
- thrive in an environment that embraces personal wellness and academic rigor.

**Forum Questions:** *(Respond to one or more of these questions)*:

1. *What knowledge and skills do you want students to have when they graduate from SMFC schools?*

2. *What are the features of an educational program for the SMFCSD that will best prepare our students for college and career success in the 21st century?*

3. *If you were listening to 8th grade graduates speak, what should they be saying about their experiences in the SMFC schools?*